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CSU students will borrow $1.7 billion
By Laurel Anderson
spnan Daily Staff Writer
The California Student Aid
Commission estimates that CSU
students will have borrowed $285
million in financial aid by the
end of the 1993-94 academic
year.
The commission administers
financial aid through state grants
and loans and federal loans.
Loans must be repaid with interest but grants do not require
repayment.
It is estimated California

financial aid to college students
will top $1.7 billion by the end of
the year. This is a 31 percent
increase over the 1992-93 academic year.
Donald Hills, research manager for the California Student Aid
Commission, said Fran! aid and
income level aren t keeping up
with the cost of education, so
borrowing is on the rise.
Hills said another reason for
the increase in borrowing is the
new unsubsidized Stafford loan.
The program is more accessible

than other financial aid because
students don’t have to be financially needy to qualify for it.
Dana
Callihan,
spokesman for the
commission
said,
"Grant aid, summer
employment and parent support is not sufficient anymore, so
loans are becoming
more important."
Thuy Ho, a junior
majoring in biochemistry, said, "1
owe $5,000 for a Stafford Loan

because the financial aid I’m
receiving isn’t enough."
She also receives $700 per
semester in other types
of financial aid.
The federal Stafford
Loan is a loan from private banks and other private lenders.
"Fees were raised so
much I had to get financial aid," Tracy Herling,
a graduating senior in
child development, said.
She has received financial aid

’Orr-

amount they ate borrowing over
their period of education and
know how much must be paid
back.
"Students need to understand
the terms and conditions of their
loans and know the options of
payment and when payment is
expected," Callihan said.
"If a student runs into problems with payment, he should
get in touch with the lender and
find out what his options are
before his account goes into
default," he said.

A prophylactic
Valentine’s Day

Silicon Valley heats up
IMP

for a year and a hall and owes an
estimated $7,000.
Students’ ability to get home
and car loans when they graduate are also affected by the their
financial debt, Callihan said.
If students don’t repay their
loans, their accounts go into
default. This delinquency for not
paying the loan goes on students’ credit records permanently and prevents them from getting other loans.
Callihan said it is critical students carefully consider the
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By Michelle Lau
Spartan Dath Stall Wnter

LEFT: Anh Ha Tran, right, and An La recieve
instructions from George Hearn on how to
insert silicon wafers into a furnace that reaches 1,000 degrees Celsius in the electrical
engineering buiding. The two are working on
a senior project that involves the early stages
of building a transmitter.
ABOVE: A vacuum chamber is used to coat
wafers with aluminum.

Photos by Ken Statham

Behavior change key to AIDS prevention
By Heather Ilayes
Spartan Dail) Stall Writer
Thomas J. Coates, pr,,te,scir of
medicine, delivered his speech,
"AIDS Prevention Around the
World: What have we learned?
Where do we need to go?" to a
hushed audience in the Student
Union Ballroom Wednesday
afternoon.
Statistics about the prevalence
of AIDS were displayed on the
screen at the front of the Ball-

room as Coates delivered his
message.
Although society has come a
long way with respect to knowledge and understanding of
AIDS, Coates said, there still is a
long way to go.
To prevent the spread of HIV
and AIDS, people need to
change their behavior.
"We are dealing with pleasurable behavior. When it’s pleasurable, it’s hard to change or stop,"

Coates said. "(Sex) is the way we
have intimacy in our lives and
the consequences of it are pretty
severe."
Coates is the director of the
Center for AIDS Prevention
Studies. He is an altunnus of
SJSU and received his doctorate
in counseling psychology from
Stanford in 1977.
Coates came to SJSU as the
keynote speaker for the Spartan
Association
Psychological

He
Colloquium.
Research
offered what he called a "behavior change theory," which he
said would work to prevent to
spread of AIDS.
Coates said to change behavior, we must first understand that
it is dangerous. This is done by
giving information. When this is
understood, and we realize the
consequences, we can change
See COATES. page 6

inmate s." said Pau ic is. I logari,
Condon, Co-op volunteer
member.
Condom Co-op specializes in
offering students the most
updated information on HIV
infection, sexually transmitted
diseases (STDs), safer sex and
of course, condoms.
"Condom Co-op makes condoms available at cut-rate
prices. The prices we have here
are mostly at cost. We aren’t
making a heck of a profit.
We’re just getting the condoms
out there, volunteer member
Hyde Revilla said.
This Valenti’
Das. whinteer members treat) Condom
Co-op, who are also SJSU students, will be selling condoms

The candle lights dim. Slow,
sweet, love ballads are playing
on the stereo. A cozy fire crackles nearby as the room gets hot
and steamy in tnore ways than
one.
A night such as this, straight
from the pages of a romance
novel, seems a perfect end to a
perfect sensuous Valentine’s
Day. But before things get any
hotter, word is out that SJSU
students had better be prepared and protected.
Safer sex. That’s what. SJSU’s
Condom Co-op from thc Peer
Education Program is promoting this Valentine’s Day.
"Play safe so you don’t have
to pay the consequences from

See CONDOM. page 6

A Giant facelift
By Larry Barrett
Spartan Data Stall Write,
San Jose’s Municipal Stadium has offered an intimate
and fan-friendly baseball environment for over forty wars. It
is now undergoing $1.45 million worth of renovations to
meet new standards established
by Major League Baseball and
the Americans with Disabilities
Act
The stadium is home to the
San Jose Giants, a class A
minor-league club and the
SJSU baseball team.
Renovations include fixing
leaky roofs, expanding and
upgrading the restrooms,
improving the lighting system
and building a new club house.
The City of San Jose and
Muni Stadium’s ownership
group are finaii, nig the facelift.
SJSU will coin! butt’ bs pasing
the new parking lot and will be
able to use the site tor a Pm k_

’sill continue
I, use the pa! k l.,i SIM] baseball games
"The leaky ceilings in several
offices, including this one, have
been fixed," said Steve Fields.
ticket manager and marketing
director for the San Jose
Giants. 11ns plait’ was built in
the 50s and not much has been
imptoved since. The visiting
dugout was in real had shape.
According to Fields, the
appeal of the Giai Ls garlic!, are
in
and famils-oriented
ever its.
1 bit biggest c rowel pleaser
is ’Smash lot C.ash’," Fields
said. "We bring a huge bread
truck out and three fans are
represented bs litter Giants
players. Hie plasers tiy to
break the headlights with baseballs and if the do, the playei
and the Ian ieceise $25. It
.
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Campus Fest successful despite showers

Rack ’em up

By Michelle Lau
Spartan Dark Staff Wnal

1,1

N;

Left to right, Quyen Ngo, Jerry Be and Huy Huynh play pool in the Student Union.

The red and white striped tents
have come down. The sumo wrestlers
are gone. The last drop of Tropicana
juice has been consumed and the
smiling faces that solicit promotional
proclucts have left. All that remains as
a reminder of the two-day Sports Illustrated Sports Campus Fest is the
empty lot across the Event Center.
Reactions to the Campus Fest,
which was co-sponsored by the Spartan Bookstore, Sports Illustrated and
other companies, were mixed. Many
students found the event to be relaxing, while a few vendors around campus felt the pressure of the competition.
Watching the Nupe-it beanbag toss.
junior marketing major Jeuiuiifer Baltazar said, "It’s fun and interesting. It
was a good idea. I like the free food."
Senior biology major Steve Jungers
smiled as he watched the sumo

.Aithough John Rinibae It. (yet.,
wrestlers from the 1-800-0011Ft
tent pounce red klessly on one an, ith- tions rthuiaget for Spar LAI I His 1104,1 t
did not !Hails in consult sithi mlii stir
er.
dors below the Campus Fest begat,.
"It’s pretty sills.- he said.
But while students were enjoying he said he sympathized v,ith t hem
the pleasures of slurping down Tropi- and will « isider the finain ial impact
cana juice and licking the last of theit on them iii future Campus Fest,.
\ end, a Ales linighnen,
Haagen Dazs, sonic’ %vitriol s
is il4 / this [MAC the front of
on San Carlos Street c ould
.
ti it 1,i
tlic spatial’ C implex his
not shrur in the excitement as
spc it, Its 4. a different
their business tapered oft
apprciac 11 to It, festivities
While sitting patientls waitof the & ..unpus hst.
ing for customers, mid,
"It’s (the C:aniptis Fest)
Thu Nguyen said she felt the Eltimmai
a
ills iitipi, ’oil my bustimpact of the Campus Fest on
’Ti’ people
lies.. . It hr 1110
her business.
said.
to the campus. mot, hi
"I haven’t sold a.s much," she said.
thy (:anipti%
h.s tic
Vendor De Nguyen, whose business
is just a few steps away in front of Fest wits sin t(0,1’11 ii its iiew fixation.
Sweeney Hall, agreed that the Cam- In past Veal s. the Campus Fest was
pus Fest wasn’t exactly in his best held outside the Student Union
amphitheatei.
interest.
"It (the lot at toss 110111 the Event
"Sold slowly," was what he said
when asked how his business was
page 6
See
doing during Campus Fest.
I

restful..
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Black history month:
a slap in the face

Santa Clara County
is not really safe
Santa Clara County is the safest of all counties in California according to a recent
i eport from the state legislative analyst.
Why then, are the local citizens so worried about
crime?
A recent poll made by San Jose based PRx, Inc.
shows that Santa Clara County residents are primarily concerned about the crime in their neighborhoods.
Could it be because juvenile crime in Santa
Clara County has tripled in the last 10 years? Four
juvenile-related shootings occurred in the county
in the past two weeks, killing one child. The most
recent shootings have occurred in Gilroy, Mountain View and San Jose.
San Jose itself has seen the effects of gang violence and guns in schools. Last year, a gang fight
erupted on the Leigh High School campus,
resulting in the stabbing of two students and the
injury of several others.
Residents living near Leigh High School in
Los Gatos were shocked to find gangs infiltrating
their schools.
Their upper-middle-class streets, once thought
to be safe, are now being overtaken by violent
juveniles.
Is Santa Clara County really safe? The new
report claims, as the fourth largest county in California, it had the largest drop in crime from
1982-92. Even though violent crimes and aggravated assault are on the rise in Santa Clara County, it is still considered the safest in California.
How is that possible? Are things really worse
elsewhere in the state? Santa Clara residents are
worried about crime, but should they feel lucky?
Fresno, Los Angeles and San Fransisco counties
have almost three times its crime rate.
In 1992, 11,494 handguns were sold in Santa
Clara County. The number increased by almost
2,000 from the previous year. It is apparent many
Santa Clara County residents do not feel safe.
They are purchasing more and more guns.
The PRx poll listed unemployment, traffic and
homelessness as other serious problems faced by
county residents.
The low crime rate has been attributed to a
strong law enforcment system. In 1992, 96 percent of the 5,800 adult felony defendants in the
county Superior Court were convicted.
Should people in Santa Clara County feel safe?
The reports seem to indicate they are. Now, the
reports must find a way to convince the frightened citizens throughout the-county that they are
lucky to he livinv here.
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JOAN BURKE
Writer’s Forum
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Time to smell some roses

Special tributes, salutes and dedications have
been made this month in honor of black history. To me, it’s absurd.
Black history is not absurd, but the fact that it is
recognized only in the month of February is disturbing and slightly condescending.
People of African descent have made vast contributions to American society. Their developments
have been significant in medicine, science, technology, art, literature, engineering and many other
areas.
What thanks do African-Americans get? A "pat oil
the back" month. A month that is the shortest one
of the year. A month that recognizes Presidents’ Day
as a holiday. What irony. Both presidents, Lincoln
and Washington, were said to be slaveowners.
Some of you may be thinking "Europeans and
people of other ethnicitx have made contributions
that merit attention too. This is true. However, history books at every level of education lirive substantial recognition to Europeans and the developments
they made.
Black history, on the other hand, has been omitted from some history books and reconstructed by
Anglo-Saxons in others. If it were left to the education system, people would see black history as one
that started with slavery and jumped to civil rights.
I remember my grade school history book and its
chapter on black history. It focused on Harriet Tubman and the underground railroad. I have nothing
against Harriet. As a matter of fact I find her to be
quite inspirational. However, there are so many
other African-Americans who have made a difference.
Many people forget that Egypt is in Africa. Therefore Africans are responsible for the astounding
pyramids. People are also shocked to learn that Dr.
Daniel Hale Williams, a black man, performed the
first successful open heart surgery. These are just a
few contributions that people do not think about or
recognize in February or any other month. History
books neglect to mention them so they are never
learned.

those of us who truly
one day, always scurrying
For
believe that Star Trek:
around, never taking the time
The Next Generation is
to relax.
nothing more than a mirror of
One look at our society and
life in the 20th century. We
you see that we’re a population
know that if something has to
of fast moving, always on the
be done it has to be done fast.
run, never a second to spare,
There is never any time to waste
daytimer dependent people
or to spare and it’s always
who don’t feel comfortable if
against us. Time is no longer a
the speedometer is below 65.
Writer’s
Block
tool, it’s our adversary.
Patience and taking one’s
After all, when was the last
time should be admired and
time you heard Captain Jean
not seen as a weakness. It’s time
Luc Picard of the Starship
’Instead of stopping everyone stopped and asked
Enterprise order Wesley Crushthemselves if they’re any closer
er to ’Set course for the Klin- to smell the roses
to happiness or a gastric ulcer.
gon Empire. Warp One. We’re once in awhile we’re
Maybe Hank was right. Life is
in no hurry.’? It happens about
too complex and we need to
as often as you see Ivfr. Worf giv- popping No Doz by
simplify it or risk forever seeing
ing Commander Riker a high- the dozen and
it as nothing more than a speed
five after a successful mission.
Aaiun Maybe we should:Jame.
washing
them
down
In fact Captain Picard is
time out and plant a rose garmore likely to yell ’Haul ass, Mr. with a pot of
den or go for a stroll in the
Crusher! We’re late!.’ than to
park instead of trying to cram
gourmet coffee.’
say ’take it slow.’
80 hours a week into 40.
Jean-Luc Picard is the icon of
life in the ’90s. Each week we
watch as he and his crew race
through the universe at warp the preferred way to relax.
speed saving humankind from
Instead of stopping to smell
imminent destruction as well as the roses once in awhile we’re
wondering who Commander popping No Doz by the dozen
Will Riker will sleep with and washing them down with a
between commercials. All in pot of gourmet coffee.
less than an hour! I’ve always
I remember reading Henry
wondered what Father’s Day is David Thoreau’s Walden (back
like for Will Riker, but I digress. when I had time to read a book
You’ll have to wait for my next rather than watching it on
In essence, the history of black people has been
column entitled ’Promiscuity in video or listening to it on audio
lost, stolen and often misrepresented. Black history
the 24th Century. Commander tape on my way to school) and
month is simply not enough time to rewrite the
Will Riker: Debutant or space- the unique observations he
entire black history. It will take a lifetime to educate
age gigolo?’
had.
people about things they’ve never heard of or
From the time we drag ourIn it he wrote "Our life is fritIn the meantime I guess I’ll
learned before. The bad part about the shortcomselves out of bed until the time tered away by detail ... Simplify, try and imagine the day when I
ings of black history month is people of African
we fall back in it we see the simplify. Blasphemer! Old hear Capt. Picard say ’Set
descent have had an influence on everybody’s daily
world as a blur. Most of us have Hank foresaw what our society course for Earth, but let’s take
life.
forgotten how to relax or enjoy would be like and tried to warn our time; we’re in no hurry.
For example, you were probably awakened this
the virtue of doing absolutely us about the dangers of the Commander Riker, prepare
morning by the annoying buzz of an alarm clock,
nothing at all.
growing complexity of our lives. your away team and instruct
but did not know a black man by the name of BenWe’re a bunch of workaI think if Hank were alive them to smell a few roses while
jamin Banneker made the first wooden clock.
holics whose main purpose in today he would (in addition to they’re down there.’
You probably got dressed and quickly put on your
life seems to be to burn out by being very old) probably go
shoes without realizing a black man named Jan
the time we’re 55. Its no won- mad. He’d say we’ve turned
Matzeliger patented the machine instrumental in
Dave Marshall is a Daily
der that taking an assault rifle to ourselves into that bunch of
columnist. His column appears
attaching the soles of shoes to heels.
the shopping mall has become ants he sat around watching
every other Friday.
You might have eaten something sweet today to
give you a little energy. Thank goodness Norbert Rilheux (a black man) devised an invention that
enables manufacturerers to make a high quality of
sugar.
African-Americans have made numerous contributions to society and are continuing to do so. Modern contributors include the likes of Maya Angelou,
Oprah Winfrey, Louis Farrakhan, and Terry McMillan.
These people and what they have done should be
recognized year round, not just in February. It is bad
enough the history books do not capture the things
black people have done and inventions II they have
made.
Editor
To give recognition in the shortest month of the
think about it, dream about it, placed "yearning" stayed
I enjoyed Shari Kaplan’s col- and then end up denying it locked up on the page.
year is a slap in the face.
umn about astrological signs. altogether. Some students, parUntil then, here’s something
I’d liked to commend her for ticularly males, would rather a 19th-century idealist wrote:
Joan Burlse is a Daily staff writer
being honest and brave run up and down highway 101
"We look before and after
enough to go public with her naked than to admit such feeland pine for what is not:
romantic idealism. Too often ings, let alone say the dreaded
our sincerest laughter
college students, particularly of ’L-word.’
with some pain is fraught:
Generation X, are streotyped as
our sweetest songs are those
With that in mind, I can
jaded and cynical. I can alread- understand why Ms. Kaplan
that
tell
of
saddest
ly see the arched eyebrows and decided to go underground thought..." Shelley
U.N. Secretary-General asked NATO to
nervous laughter: "Aw, gee, and forget about "reaching for
It’s nice to know in this postisn’t that soo-o-o cute?"
something tangible." In this modern age that Shari’s
approve airstrikes in Bonznia-HerzegovIn truth, however, there is age of Beavis and Butt-head, romantic idealism is alive and
ina in response to shelling that
nothing t. me or childlike about Safe Sex, and Melrose Place, it’s thriving. Here’s hoping she
occurred
on Saturday, killing 68 people
these einotions. People are probably safer to write poetry decides to come out arid risk
in a Sarejevo marketplace.
more than willing to joke about and watch from afar. Still, I again.
sex and bestiality, but to admit hope Shari decides to try again
Tell us about it. Write a letter to the ediwanting romantic idealism is a and venture out. It would be
Michael Yokoyaina
tor. You might even get published.
risky proposition, indeed. Many too damned bad if all that well.
Graduate, Technical Writing

DAVE MARSHALL

’Life is too
complex and we
need to simplify
it or risk forever
seeing nothing
more than a
speed blur.’

’In essence, the history of
black people has been lost,
stolen and often
misrepresented. Black
history month is simply not
enough time to rewrite the
entire black history.’

Letter to the Editor

Romanticism not dead

Controversy Corner
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SpartaGuide
tate calendar

Today
AKBAYAN CLUB: Last Recruitment Day, 8a.m.-2p.m., SU.
Call Rich or Del 534-1140
ALPHA OMICRON Pi: AOTT
Rush BBQ, 6-10p.m., AOTT
house 373 E.San Fernando.
Call Amy/Stephanie 998-9330
AmmANtAcs: Super cat girl
nuku nuku I, Patlabor 19-22,
Tenchi Muyoh I, 3p.m., Engineering Auditorium 189. Call
Ronnie Kwong 259-9134
AS. ELECTION BOARD: Spring
’94 General Election (applications available,) 8:30a.m.-5p.m.,
SU A.S. government offices.
Call Jerome Martin 924-5961
CHILD DEVELOPMENT CLUB:
Meeting "pizza feast," 12:151:15p.m., CCB 118
CHINESE CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP:
Group Discussion,
2:30p.m., Costanoan Room SU.
Call Wingfield Liu 252-6876
ICE HOCKEY AT SJSU: SJSU
vs. Cal Berkeley, 9:45p.m., Ice
Centre 10th St. at Alma. Call
Lou Siville 993-8638
INDIA STUDENTS ASSOCIATION:
General body meeting, lp.m.,
Almaden Room, SU. Call
Prasaruia Pendse 279-6925
L.D.S.S.A.: Tim Hegstrom
speaker "Turning Chaos into
Order," 12:30-1:30p.m., 66 S.
7th St. Call 286-3313
MUSLIM STUDENT ASSOCIATION: "Friday Prayer", 11:30p.m., Almaden Room, SU
PHI DELTA THETA: Ice Cream
Social with Delta Zeta, 7p.m.,
611 S.8th Street. Call Matt
Lynch 947-9201

SJSU FENCING CLUB: Meeting
and Practice, 6-7:30p.m., SPX
089. Call John Sullins 2806019
SJSU JAPANESE STUDENT
ASSN.: Pizza party, 6-9p.m. Call
Hiroyo 294-5302
SIGMA Nu: Spring rush ’94: 4th
Annual Reggae Rush Party,
9p.m., at Sigma Nu house,
155 S. Ilth St. Call 279-9473
UNIVERSITY POLICE CADET
PROGRAM: Recruitment for
Police Cadets. Recruitment
ends today at 5p.m., applications at UPD near Duncan Hall.
Call Clive Chu 924-2234

Saturday
PHI DELTA THETA: Broomball,
7p.m., 611 S.8th Street. Call
Matt Lynch 947-9201
ICE HOCKEY AT SJSU: SJSU
vs. Jr.Sharks, 8:30p.m., Ice
Centre 10th St. at Alma.
Call Lou Siville 993-8638

Sunday
ALPHA PHI OMEGA/GAMMA
BETA: General Meeting, 6p.m.,
BC 110. Call Ernie M.
924-8433
PHI DELTA THETA: RUSH Live
band (Tongue in Groove),
6p.m., 611 S.8th Street. Call
Matt Lynch 947-9201
SpartA;uide is available to SJSU students,
faculty and stafrotganUalixv: kr free. Deadline is 5 p.m., two days before publication.
Forms are available at the Spartan Daily,
1)811 209. limited spare may force reducing the munber (tentries.

Earthquake victim
flown to UC Davis for
canine kidney dialysis
LOS ANGELES (AP) Sonit
things shouldn’t happen to a dog.
Bimbo, a 2-year-old German shepherd, came injured but alive through
the Jan. 17 earthquake, a flood and a
fire. She was recovering from burns
over half her body when her kidneys
failed.
On Thursday, Bimbo was airlifted
to the veterinary school at the University of California, Davis, for treatment
at the state’s only dialysis center for
dogs.
‘The hope is that her renal failure
is reversible, that by taking the pressure off her kidneys, she can recover
enough to have skin grafts for her
burns," said Larry Weinberg, a
spokesman for Sherman Oaks Hospital and Health Center.
Dr. Richard Grossman, head of the
hospital’s burn ward, arranged the
flight after Bimbo’s kidneys stopped
working Wednesday. planned skin
grafts for the dog s burns free of
charge when she recovered, said Weinberg. An anonymous donor was paying for other care, he said.
Bob Tur, a helicopter pilot for radio
station KNX, volunteered to fly Bimbo
to Davis.
Bimbo was with owner Jim Menzie
shortly after the quake as he hurried
through the north San Fernando Valley in his pickup to help a relative. A
gas line and water main broke, spewing water and flame across the street.
Menzie was hospitalized for several
days with burns. Bimbo ran away and
was found the next day, also badly
burned.
She was recovering and was scheduled for skin grafts when her kidneys
failed, said veterinarian James Walters.
Doctors won’t know for several days
whether she’s responding to the
blood-cleaning treatment.
"A human with 50 percent burns
has a pretty high mortality rate, like 60
percent," said Grossman. "With dogs
we don’t know. It’s rare that someone
will attempt to save a dog as injured as
this, but this is L.A., it was an earthquake and it’s something that needs to
be done."
Bimbo isn’t displacing any humans
who need care, said Weinberg.
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Twirling the day away

i L1 IF A -AL/N1ANN- ‘,1’.4KTAN L)AIL

David Corbett and Julie Juracich learn different steps in their beginning social dance class.
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1-800-COLLECT
San Jose State University

MIRE

associated students

Leisure services
campus recreation

SHORTS

SIGN-UP TODAY!
BASKETBALL

SOFTBALL

SIGN UPS
February 18

SIGN UPS
March 11

LOCATION
Associated Students
Business Office, Student Union

LOCATION
Associated Students
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Jordan’s Triple-A
contract ’repulsive’

Vaulting into ’94
Women gymnasts
haven’t won yet, but
confident nonetheless

Being a baseball purist,
the thought of Michael
Jordan playing for a
Triple-A team 1994 is repulsive.
Has our national pastime lost
so much of its appeal that we
need to parade retired NBA
superstars around to get people
in the seats? Are the White Sox
so desperate for depth at right
field or a designated hitter that
it needs to sign a player who
hasn’t played organized baseball since high school? Is this
fair to the thousands of minorleague players who bust their
tails for years just to be considered for a shot in the majors?
The answer to all these questions is no.
To play in the major leagues
requires years of training. Mastering the fundamentals, learning pitchers’ tendencies and
judging a bad hop off the artificial turf are all skills that can’t
be learned in one spring training.
Yes, I realize Jordan is in better shape than anyone else on
the planet, but some skills can
only be learned through repetition. It even takes Wade Boggs,
a career .300 hitter, the first
month of the season to get his
average up into the league leaders.
I suppose Jordan could use
his superior leaping ability to
patrol- the outfield fences and
steal home runs away from batters. However, he will never be
able to dominate baseball the
way he dominated basketball.
The transition will be tough.
In the NBA, he could score
with the dunk. He could score
from 3-point range. Jordan
could also get rebounds, dish
off the ball and shoot a high
percentage from the free throw
line. He won’t be able to dominate in every category of baseball.
In Triple-A, Jordan will have
difficulty hitting. His height and
long arms will limit his bat
speed and allow him to get
jammed by inside pitches. His

BY Alex Betancourt

St;Artitil Da& NAB Writer
The Spartans’ women’s gamiastics team is
performing with confidence in its new season, armed with fresh talent, intense training
and a positive outlook for 1994.
With the addition of three new members,
the 12-woman team is already doing better
thaii last year in skill level and performance,
according to head coach Jackie Walker.
"The team is getting better with every
meet," Walker said. "We’ve had four meets so
far and have improved more with each one.
Although the team hasn’t won a meet yet,
it scored close against U.C. Davis on Saturday. Davis edged out the Spartans, 181.075180.05.
"We lost the meet, but did very well in
areas where we previously didn’t," assistant
coach Wayne Wright said.
Freshman Galli Banholzer scored 9.55 on
the balance beam in Saturday’s meet. She
and freshman Tara Law, who won the all
around on Saturday, are the team’s star gymnasts this year.
"She’s a stud," Wright said about Banholzer "But everybody has their strengths. Everybody has to play their part."
According to Jennifer Shipman, a junior
on the team who has been injured for two
weeks, it’s been a tough season so far but
they keep on improving.
The team lost Jodi Solod, their star player
for four years who graduated last December.
Solod scored 37.45, the highest on the team
last year and had earned a trip to the NCAk
regional championships for three years in a
row.
"It was tough losing her but we got two
really tough freshmen who are kind of taking her place," Shipman said. ’They’re doing
excellent."
"I think we lost experience more than anything else," sophomore Anne Wheaton said.
"There’s still a lot of talent on the team. It’s a
team sport."
The team has been practicing since midAugust, working on conditioning and consistencv in routines. According to Shipman,
there are new requirements in routines this
season with added rules and steps.
"We’re expected to do a lot more this season," Shipman said. "It’s been tough, but
we’re doing better. We’re a really close team.
I think we have a good chance to do well."
The women’s gymnastics team’s next meet
is on Saturday against C.C. Santa Barbara,
South Utah State and Cal State Sacramento.
Banholzer believes the team is looking more
confident in its routines. She hopes they’ll
keep it up and continue to do better.

ABOVE: Cyndi
Newcomer
practices a
handstand
planche on the
beam.
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Sports Forum
tremendous leaping ability and
quickness was key to his NBA
stardom. However, these skills
can hardly be applied to hitting.
If he does make contact, he will
be able to use his speed to beat
out infield hits. Beyond that, his
great athletic abilities will have
to be replaced with patience,
repetition and the coaching of
the White Sox staff.
What will be next? Should
the Pirates sign Boris Becker to
lead off for them? He is a
tremendous athlete with good
hand-eye coordination and
would probably make more
money in basketball. The idea
would be ludicrous and an
insult to players all over the
league.
Jordan is inappropriately
using his enormous popularity
to get a free and undeserving
shot at the majors. He knew
that once he started working
out with the team that they
could not possibly deny him a
shot. Can you imagine the public backlash if Michael Jordan
was actually cut? Their owner
would get crucified.
Maybe Jordan should just
stick to his original comments.
Initially he said he was sick of
the media that followed him
around everywhere and intruded on his personal life. A shot at
playing in the major leagues
would make him a media magnet and surely be a distraction
to all of his teammates.
My advice to Mr. Jordan?
Brush up on your golf game.
Gerald Windfall is a
Daily staff under

Win lifts SJSU to second place tie
Senior guards

Lassie Mitchel
and ’Thrry Cannon led the Spartans with 13 points apiece to
give SJSU the win overUC
Santa Barbara, 62-53.
Cannon and Mitchel combined for 19 second-half points.
SJSU moves into a secondplace tie with the Tigers of University of Pacific who were losers
to Long Beach State, 88-75.
The Spartans extend their
win streak to four games and
improve to 12-8 overall, 8-4 in
the Big West Conference.
It is the first regular season
sweep of UC Santa Barbara
since the 1984-85 season. The
loss drops the Gauchos to 5-6
in conference, good enough for
sixth place in the Big West.
The last time SJSU won
four consecutive games was
during the 1988 season.
The Spartan defense shut
down Gaucho junior guard
Tecon Madden, who did not
score a point in the game.
Madden, a transfer, was averaging 14.3 points per game in

his last six efforts.
Forward Roy Hammonds
scored 10 points coming off the
bench for SJSU. Hammonds
was averaging 4.9 points per
game this season. His best
effort of the season was 15
points against Cal State
Fullerton on Feb. 5.
Atiba Williams and Mike
Brotherton both scored six points
apiece for the winning cause.
VIlignis made his first and only
3-point basket of the season.
The Gaucho defense held forward Jason Allen to just four
points. Javier Zavala and
Andrew Gardiner also had four
points apiece for the Spartans.
SJSU travels to Long Beach
State Saturday to take on the
49ers.
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SPARTAN SCOREBOARD
Spartan Daily Staff

LEFT: Samila
Hifai, right,
goes through a
light work out
due to a knee
injury. SJSU will
host a meet
Saturday at
7 p.m.

SATURDAY-SJSU vs. UCSB, S. Utah St.,
Sacramento St.
SJSU at UC Berkeley-7:30 p.m., Feb. 18
SJSU at Cal State Fullerton-7:30 .m., Feb.25
SJSU vs. Boisie State-7 p.m., March 4
SJSU vs. UC Davis, Seattle, Pacific, Rhode
Island-7 p.m., March 12
SJSU at Sacramento State-7 p.m., March 18
Women’s gymnastics Big West Championships-at SJSU, March 27
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ICE ARENA
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In Gaza, people wait for change
on the streets, not signings
CITY Occupied
EIGGAZA
aza Strip (AP) - Despite
a new security agreement
with Israel that Yasser Arafat
called a major step forward for
Palestinians, there were no celebrations - much less change on the streets of the occupied
territories Thursday.
On both sides, many saw
Wednesday’s signing ceremony
in Cairo, Egypt, as basically a
public relations move. After two
meetings last month between
Arafat and Shimon Peres, Israel’s
foreign minister, failed to produce a deal, some said neither
man apparently wanted to face
an increasingly skeptical public
with empty hands.
Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak
Rabin said Thursday it would
take at least a month to finish an
agreement, and there would be
no prisoner releases or Israeli
troop withdrawal until then.

"Our people have lost confidence in all talks and negotiations because they don’t see any
change in the reality," said Diab
Al-Loh, a member of the PLO
delegation to peace talks. "Our
people are waiting for change.’
Israel’s right-wing also saw the
agreement as politically motivated.
Moshe Katzav, head of the
opposition Likud Party faction in
the Israeli parliament, said Rabin
was under pressure to make an
agreement because he had to
show something for all the
efforts. He condemned the Cairo
document as a further step
toward a Palestinian state that
would endanger Israel’s existence.
Israel was to begin pulling
troops out of the Gaza Strip and
West Bank town of Jericho two
months ago under the terms of
the Israel-PLO peace pact.

Brazilian senate ratifies
nuclear safeguard treaty
BRASILIA, Brazil (AP)
The Brazilian Senate
ratified a nuclear safeguard
treaty signed more than two
years ago with Argentina and
the International Atomic Energy Agency.
The treaty, signed in Decemher 1991 and approved Wednesday, permits regular inspection
of the nuclear facilities in Brazil
and Argentina, the only two
Latin American countries with
nuclear fuel cycle technology.
The inspections will be made
by a joint Brazilian-Argentine
commission.
The Argentine congress
ratified the treaty in August
1992. Brazil’s approval was
delayed because of opposition
by some politicians,
Neither country has signed

the 1968 Nuclear Non-Proliferauon Treaty.
The treaty approved by the
Senate includes an amendment
that bans inspections of technological developments that Brazil
wants to keep secret. The Brazilian navy’s nuclear submarine
project, for example, will not be
subject to inspections.
The
amendment
was
approved by the International
Atomic Energy Agency
Argentina has told the U.N.
agency that it has two nuclear
installations,
six
reactors
for research, four nuclear fuel
plants and one nuclear conversion plant.
Brazil has one nuclear installation, four fuel reduction
plants and one reprocessing
plant.

Cease-fire
in Sarajevo
4
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Six foreigners kidnapped in Somalia
MOGADISHU, Soma- Johnston, a reporter for the
lia (AP) - Two British Glasgow (Scotland) Herald;
lawmakers, three aid and Robert LeMarejeff Chinworkers and a journalist were neck and Haroun Yusuf, all of
kidnapped in northern Soma- the charity group Action Aid.
"They apparenty were taken
lia, U.N. officials said today.
George Bennett, a U.N. as just part of a local inter-clan
spokesman in Mogadishu, said dispute," a British Foreign
negotiations were believed Office spokesman said in Lonunder way with local clan don. "We think (the lawmakers) were just going to see
elders for their release.
Bennett said the United some work the Action Aid
Nations did not know the people were doing."
In London, a government
motive for the kidnapping, but
British news reports said they source said that the hostages
were not believed to be in
were being held for ransom.
He said the six were seized serious danger and that the
Wednesday evening some- reporter had been released.
Bennett could not confirm
where between the village of
Hared and the coastal town of that report.
A spokesman for Action
Mait, about 150 miles east of
the northern port of Berbera. Aid, Dominic Byrne, said he
He said they were held had spoken to the lawmakers
and Chinnock by radio and
overnight at Hared.
The captives were identified they were unhurt.
"They are being treated
as Mark Robinson and Tony
Worthington, members of very courteously by their
Britain’s Parliament; Anne captors and are in good condi-
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tion," Byrne told British
Broadcasting Corp. radio.
The area in which the six
were kidnapped is in the selfSomaliland
proclaimed
Republic, which was a British
colony before Somalia won its
independence from Britain
and Italy in the early 1960s.
The Somaliland Republic,
which is not recognized by
any nation, broke away from
southern Somalia two years
ago. It largely avoided the
clan warfare that wracked
the south and brought a devastating famine in 1992, but
widespread banditry and internevertheclan
disputes
less plague the north.
The United Nations, which
has about 25,000 peacekeepers in southern Somalia,
has no troops and little
representation in the northern half of the Horn of Africa
nation.

Classi fled
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products or
services advertised below nor is
there any guarantee Winged. The
classified columns of the Spartan
Daily consist of paid advertising
and offerings are not approved or
verified by the nesvspaper.

BILLING & COLLECTION CLERK.
Part-time position available at the
Spartan Daily using computerized
billing system. 10 flexible hours a
week. Call Sue @ 924-3283 or
stop by DBH 203 or 209 for an
application.

FOR SALE

HELP WANTED

SARAJEVO, BosniaHerzegovina (AP) Sarajevo fell quiet at noon
today after a cease-fire called by
besieging Serb troops took
effect under the threat of NATO
air strikes. Children poked out
of shell-scarred buildings and
ventured onto streets and playgrounds near the front lines.
French peacekeepers and
armored vehicles took up positions to monitor the truce with
orders to shoot back if fired
upon.
After months of death and
disappointment over failed
truce efforts and peace negotiations, many people in Sarajevo
permitted themselves a ray of
hope.
It seems that this cease-fire
will be obeyed," said a 15-yearold boy, Almir Huljic.
A nearby soldier for Bosnia’s
Muslim-led government, Haris
Kulenovic, 20, said: "Finally,
after two years, we’ll be able to
throw our guns away."
But dozens of truces have
quickly
collapsed
during
Bosnia’s war, and many people
remained wary. In the first hours
of today’s cease-fire, people
sprinted across intersections and
other places exposed to snipers.
The new U.N. commander
for Bosnia, Lt. Gen. Sir Michael
Rose of Britain, said this truce
was different because the Serbs
were under greater international pressure and had agreed to
remove weapons.
The pledge by Bosnian Serbs
to hold fire and withdraw
artillery and mortars from
around the capital came just
hours before NATO allies issued
an ultimatum Wednesday to
pull back their heavy guns or
face air strikes. It was the first
such action by the alliance since
it formed after World War II.

Phone: 924-3277 FAX: 924-3282
CHILD DEVELOPMENT CENTER
seeking ECE qualified teachers for
full & pft positions, to work with
infant, toddler, pre, & school
aged children. Call 225-KIDS.

COLLEGE PRO PAINTERS is now
interviewing for summer manager
TYPIST NEED. 99/If TUESDAYS positions. Selected applicants will
4-9 p.m. only. Must type 75 WPM own & operate their own painting
ANNOUNCEMENTS & have excellent English, grammar business. Training provided.
Average earnings $8000. Call
& spelling skills. 408293.7203.
1-800-392-1386.
NEW STUDENT DENTAL PLAN:
Office visrts and x-rays no charge. SHERATON SAN JOSE is now
hiring for the following:
EARN GREAT MONEY!
SAVE MONEY and your teeth.
Environmental company
Enroll now!
Food Server - P/T
expanding in the Bay Area
Front Desk Clerk - P/T
For brochure see AS. Office or
seeks motivated individuals with
Cocktail Server P/T
call (800)6553225.
good people skills. PT/FT.
Applications accepted:
Training provided.
DO YOU UM BABE SADDLERS? Mon.- Fri. 8:30 a.m.. 5:30 p.m.
The nonprofit Family Service 1801 Barber Ln. Milpitas
408-262-1442HOUSING
Assoc. is looking for daytime vol- (408) 943-0600 ext. 168.
unteers to work up to four hours a
week caring for babies & toddlers DATA ENTRY CLERKS WANTED!
while their mothers attend Spartan Bookstore now hiring $350: 1 BR. Sl75: ROOMMATE
share. 555 So. 1C81/ E. Williams.
qualified data entry clerks.
counseling sessions in San Jose.
For details call Child Watch at Must demonstrate excellent Contact Robert 297-7554.
data entry/typing skills.
288-6200. Days & times are:
MO S. 11th STREET APIS. Large
(Minimum 40 45 WPM,
Tue. 10 an 3 pm Wel 9 am -Nom
2 bcIrm./2 ba. $695. -$745. /mo.
10-key by touch)
Thur. 530 pm - 8 per.
Responsive management. Walk or
$5.02/hr. Temporary
ride bike to school. Very clean,
positions. Apply
100% PURE ADRENALINE IIIII!
roomy
& remodeled. Secured
at Bookstore Office.
Experience the thrill of free falling
entrance. Laundry facilities. Cable
from 10.000 feet at the Bay Area’s
TV. Ample parking. Call 288-9157.
DANCE TEACHERSIIII
only skycliMng center. Come join us
for a tandem jump and enjoy your Experience preferred. 3-5 yr. olds.
WALK TO SJSU & JAPAN TOWN.
Part time, flexible hrs. Car req.
first skydive with only 45 minutes
Quiet! 2 br/lba. Pkg, laundry, pvt.
Interested? Call 997-6997.
of training. For the true thrill seekpatio. $685/mo. 510829-6348,
er, try an accelerated freefall
SCHOOLS
WORLD
SMALL
course and find yourself on the
fastest road to becoming a Currently hiring for various full & 2 Bedroom Apartment S750/mo.
Security type building
certified skydtver, starting with a six part- time teaching positions for
hour class and a mile long freefall preschools & schoolage programs Secure Parking
the some day. Videos of your jump (extended day care). ECE units Close In
also available. Owned and operat- required for both preschool & Modem Budding
ed by SJSU students and grads. school-age programs or elementary Free Basic Cable service
For more info call (510)6347575. education units may apply for Laundry Room
school-age programs only. Expert- Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St.
ence preferred. Substitute posi- (408) 295-6893.
tions available, flexible schedule
does not interfere with your school BRAND NEW EVERYTHING!
INSURANCE
AUTO
or study time! Advancement oppor- Be the first to occupy these
Campus Insurance Service
available with our 20 newly upgraded units. Studios.
tunities
Special Student Programs
schools located throughout the bay one and two bedrooms from
Sewing SJSU for 20 years
benefits $525. 1/2 block from SJSU.
Medical/Dental
area.
"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
"Good Rates for Non-Good DrNers" available for full-time employees. Parking. Cable ready. Ask about
to move in bonus. $400. dep.
408/257-7326
Please call
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
No pets. 55 South 6th St
’Good Student" "Family Multicar" discuss your interest &
408-292-5174.
CALL TODAY 296-5270
SECURITY- $17.00TO $12.00 /KR
FREE QUOTE
Security /Control Center / EMT’s EXCELLENT LOCATION- MEALS
NO HASSLE
& util. incl. Females only. $455
Weekly Pay Checks.
NO OBUGATUN
Medical / Dental / Vacation Pay. month. Call Jackie: 292-771.5.
Also open Saturdays 9-2.
Full-time or Part-time.
$50.00 STUDENT DISCOUNT! Res: fit Mew/Milpitas/Si/5 Clara 1BD: 41550 / STUDIO: 111525.
Deposit $250. One week free,
No experience Necessary.
ASTORIA INSURANCE BROKERAGE
Nice bldg. Walk to SJSU
Day shift starts: 6, 7 or 8 am.
Auto, Jet Ski. Motorcycle,
pm.
HMS: 997-8200 x335
starts:
3
or
4
Swing
shift
Insurance.
Boat, Home owners
"Alumni" serving "Students" Grave shift Marts: 11 or 12 pm.
Fri.
RENT
A SPACIOUS 1 BR. APT.
Mon.
Sam5pon.
Apply:
you.
help
...Talk to me,
in landmark bldg. IlLge windows.
Vanguard Security Services
GUI? Accidents? Suspended Lic?
new appliances
miniblinds,
Clara.
Santa
Blvd.
Scott
3212
Call me, (Don) 408-247-3734.
incl. D.W. & disposal, A/C.
Open on Sat/Sun with ape, only!
intercom entry.
carpet,
Neutral
TRAINER
to
COUNSELOR/SKILLS
work with DD adults. 6 mo exp. gated covered parking, laundry
1 blk from
views!
room.Great
$6./hour. Fremont 510226.0505.
campus. 2 persons OK. Rent from
Tower
Aspen
Vintage
NINTENDO 1NTTH 5 GAMES: IMO. MAIM SUMMER DiIPLOYMOIT $640.
Koflach CE550 Ski Boots, size 10; - fisheries. Many earn 52.000+ 297-4705.
/mo. in canneries or $3,000.
$60. Call Chris, 408/267-8318.
$6.000+/mo. on fishing vessels. WILLOW GARDEN APTS.
Many employers provide benefits. 408-998-0300. Minutes from
No exp. necessary! Male or San Jose State. Spacious 2
female. For more info. call bdrm, apts. with 2 full baths.
Ideal for students and room
wan RIPS NEDIID Pd. Training) 1206-545-4155 ext. A6041.
mates. Swimming pool, saunas.
High comm. ($300.-5400./wk.);
pt/ft: eves/wknd; flex hrs: full POSTAL JOBS AVAILABLE! weight room & club house.
benifits; mgmt. opportunities! Many positions. Great benefits. Quality living at a reasonable
Can 1-800-436-4365 ext. P-3310. rate. 1750 Stokes St.
C4510792-6550.

AUTOMOTIVE

5

4 LARGE ROOMS FOR ONE
person. Must be clean, quiet.
sober, mature and financially
secure. Classic apartment!
551 S. 6th St. Mike 292-3239.

LOST & FOUND
BLACK OPAL LOST ON CAMPUS
Gemstone from ring. Oval shape"
black opal, belonged to mother.
Pease call: 2594988.

50% DISCOUNTI
Permanent Cosmetics by Trish.
Enhance your natural beauty!
Eve lmer - Ups - Eyebrows.
Expires June 1st. 1994.
4011379.3600
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow
621 E. Campbell Ave. #17,
Campbell, CA 95008.

SERVICES FINANCIAL

SERVICES

Certain advertisements In
these colurms may refer
the reader to specific
telephone numbers or
addresses for additional
information. Classified
readers should be reminded
that, when making these
further contacts, they
should require complete
Information before sending
money for goods or services. In addition, readers
should carefully investigate
firms offering empioyment
listings or coupons for
discount vacations or
merchandise.

CORPORATE SCHOLARSHIPS!!!
The private sector wants to fund
your education! Billions of $5 in
corporate financial aid goes
unclaimed each year. Why?
People don’t know where or how
to apply for it. Learn how to tap
into this valuable resource
5$ MONEY FOR COLLEGE SS
Call now: 408236-3747.
$ 1 3 5 in, ihori unc,ainedi
RENICIAL AID 6 AVAILABLE NOVA Scholarship matching
We guarantee to indentify at least guaranteed( FREE informative
$1,000 in awards or we will apply booklet! 24 hour recording!
$250 towards your college tuition. Call now! Toll Free!
Processing fee: $65.00. R.& D. Data 1(800) 434.6015 ext 1210.
MEN & WOMEN- BARE IT ALL! Services. P.O. Box 250 Delano, CA
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL. 93216. (805)725-8919
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing or
HOME - BASED BUSINESS S
using chemicals. Let us permanently remove your unwanted hair. Home based businesses are AA CRUISE & TRAVEL Employment
Back Chest - Lip - Bikini Chin - growing at an alarming rate. Guide. Earn big $55 + travel the
Tummy etc. Students & faculty Cash in on this money making world free! (Caribbean. Europe.
receive 15% discount. First app!. opportunity and get your share Hawaii, Asia!) Hurry, busy spring &
1/2 price if made before June 30, of this multi -million dollar summer seasons approaching.
1994. Hair Today Gone Tomorrow. a year legitimate industry. Free student travel club member621 E. Campbell Ave. #17, "No gimmicks". Learn how you ship! aMI (919)929-4398 ed. C181.
Campbell . (408)3793500.
can earn as much as 550.000.
within the next 3 months. LAKE HAVASU. AZ ,s America’s
EXPERENCED EDER VAL POLE HURRY! Please send $5.00, New Spring Break Hot spot. Spend
your essay, report, proposal. for an informational packet. to 4+ days at America’s largest party
thesis, or letter till it shines! Your Li. Marketing, P.O. Box 10429 for as little as $99.00. Top name
concerts, comedians, and celebrisuccess depends upon the quality San Jose, CA 951570325.
ties. "The Lake Will Roar in ’94!’
of your writing. Call Dave Bolick,
510401-9534. VISA/MASTER- $S BILLIONS available for your Call 1-8004HAVASU.
qualify!
students
education, all
CARD. FAX. Emergencies 0 K.
Free message (800)666-GRAD.
LEGAL SERVICES
Criminal Defense
Drunk Driving
Theft Charges
Drug Charges
Personal Injury
Auto/Motorcycle injuries
Slip & Fall injuries
No fee if no recovery.
BEHZADI LAW OFFICES
111 N. Market St. #16, SanJose
Tel 408-971-3661.

TRAM

WORD PROCESSING
AFFORDABLE & EXPERIENCED
Professional Word Processing!
Theses, Term Papers. Nursing &
Group Projects, Resumes, Letters,
Manuscripts, etc. WordPerfect 5.1,
HP Laser II. Al formats, specializing
in APA. Spelling, punctuation and
grammatical editing. Free disc
storage. Al work guaranteed! Worry
free, dependable, and prompt
service. To avoid disappointment.
call now to reserve your time! Call
PAM 247-2681 (8am-8pm). plus
Save Additional 10% Per Referral

WORD PROCESSING / TYPING.
West San Jose/Cupertino. APA-*
Term papers "Group projects
"Thesis "Letters "Applications
Fies.rnes "Tape transcnption. etc.
fikesing/Math/Science/English.
Laser printer. Days & evenings,
7 days SUZANNE, 446-5658

HAYWARDFREMONTUNION aTT
Wordprocessing and typing;
All work accepted!! Reports
Theses Proficient with APA.
MLA. and Turabian formats:
Quick & Speedy turnaround;
WP 5.1, Laser printer. Call me
7 days a week 7 am to 10 pm.
PROFESSIONAL Word Processing. Suzanne Scott 510/4410504.
Theses, term papers, group
projects, resumes, letters, etc. EXPERIENCED Word Processor.
All formats, especially APA. Retired secretary. Let me do
Experienced, dependable, quick the typing!! Resumes, term
return. Transcriptions available. papers. theses, etc. Grad
Almaden / Branham area. & undergrad. IBM Computer.
Laser printer. Fax machine.
Call Lccla ,408, 264-4504
Nortary Public. Appointment
20 AS PROFESSIONAL Experience. necessary. Call Anna at
Typ,ng & trarscription for ALL your 972-4992.
needs including COLOR. Copying.
binding & FAX available. Pick up EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
8, delivery. REASONABLE RATES. Science and English papers/
Timeliness & satisfaction theses our specialty. Laser printguaranteed. Tutoring available ing. Free spell check and storage.
in some subjects. Contact Candi APA. Turabian and other formats.
Resumes, editing, graphics
at (408) 36986 lc
and other services available.
MARCIA
Masterson’s Word Processing.
2664448
CALL
for Word Processing Services
Cal Paul or Virginia 408251.0449.
Edit & Format Specialist for
I HATE TO TYPEI
Theses/Projects/Term Papers.
If this got your attention. pre yourAPA Tumbler MLA
Grammar, Punct., Phrasing
self a break. Let me do it for you!
Pick up and delivery $1.00.
Tables. Graphs. & Charts.
Resumes, term papers 8, theses.
Will also edit disks.
APA format. $2.00 per double
600 dpi Laser Pnnting
Resumes/Cover Letters
spaced page / 5.00 minimum.
Internalonsl Students Welcome Cash only. Call Julie - 998.8354.
10 minutes from campus!

DAILY CLASSIFIED--ADVERT1SING THAT WORKS!
Print your ad here.

Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.

ODOODEODOPIDOEIDDIDODCEDEMCIOODF
DOODOODEICEJOODOOTIOCIEEFICIOODOOME
OLJEHDOOODOODEFlOOLIDOODEICIDEODOODE
ITIMOODDIEJEJOCIEDOOODOODEITIE1E1771117P
Ad Rates: .3 -line
311,,..
4 lbws
sibs.
B ibs..
$1 tor each

One
Day
15
$6
$7
$S

minimum
Two Three
Days
Days
$9
$7
$10
$9
511
$9
$12
$10

Please check
your classification:

Nome
Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

Flea
Days
$13
$14
$15
$16

After the fifth day, nate increases by SI per day.
First line (2f-, spacec) rI bold (or no extra charge
Up to 5 additional words available in bold for S3 each

SEMESTER RATES
3-9 lines $70 10-14 lines $90.
15-19 lines $110.

Adrir.s,
Co &State

7e, rode

Phone
Send check or money order to

Spartan Daily Classifieds
San Jose State University,
San Jos., CA., 951924145
Classified desk is located in Dwight Bentel Hall Room 209
II Deadline Two days before publication MAI! ads are prepaid
Consecutive publications dales only No relic-ids on cancelled ads
QUESTIONS? CALL (401)994-3277

Announcements
- Automotive
- Electronics
- For Sale
- Greek
- Help Wanted
- Housing
- Lost and Found
- Services
- Services Financial
- Travel
- Tutoring
- Word Processing
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Kindling passions the safe way

From page 1
and other party favors in festive
Valentine party packs in front of
the Student Union.
The sale starts today from 10
a.m. to 1 p.m. and throughout
all next week.
Party packs range from 50
cents to $15. Included with the
50 cent party favors are a condom and a chocolate. For $2,
students can buy a Valentine bag
stocked with a variety of condoms, chocolates and a party
horn.
Condom Co-op will also be
selling $4 to $15 baskets. Baskets
costing $4 will be filled with condoms, lubricants and candies.
More expensive baskets that cost
up to $15 include such items as
novels, exercise video tapes,
bathroom toiletries and condoms.
Students have the option to
buy balloon bouquets, too.
Prices will depend on the number of balloons. Condoms can
be added on the bouquets as
well.
"Our goal is not to make a
profit. Our goal is to encourage
people to think about safer sex
and to feel comfortable about
buying safer sex materials," said
Naz Motavar. director of Peer

Education.
"A lot of people are still hesitant with the whole topic. Even
though they are sexually active,
they’re not comfortable about
buying and talking about condoms or other safe sex (materials)."
"If there is any profit left, it
will go toward AIDS and safer
sex education on campus," she
said.
On a regular basis, Condom
Co-op offers students a wide
menu of latex condom choices,
which range from 15 cents to a
$5 dollar box of 12 condoms.
For those students who like to
tickle their passion for condom
fashion, Condom Co-op offers
condoms in blue, red, black, yellow, pastel and mint scented.
The Condom Co-op also sells
imported condoms including
such brands as Kimono, which
cost 25 cents each, and a variety
of other imported brands, which
cost a maximum of 35 cents
each.
The Condom Co-op is open
regularly in the Health building
in room 209, Monday through
Friday from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
This Valentine’s Day don’t let
the sizzle fizzle by being caught
unprepared.

Coates

TINI

From page 1
our attitudes, and ultimately, our
behavior.
Coates blamed ad campaigns
in part for their messages. One
example was a picture of two
people making love above the
caption "Bang. You’re Dead."
Coates felt that this ad delivered its message, but stopped
there. It offered no solutions or
means of prevention for the
reader.
Coates said this sends the
wrong message to people; that
nothing can be done if you’re
having sex.
The correct menage, according to Coates, would be for ads
to
stress
communication
between partners and the fact
that sex can be enjoyable with a
condom.
Coates admitted that continuing AIDS research is an ongoing
challenge.

’TARTAN I,All Y

Zack McLendon holds gift wrapped condoms at the Condom Co-op.

Lack of money was cited as a
reason for the challenge of
doing AIDS research. The current total amount of money
spent worldwide for AIDS
research is less than $200 million, according to Coates. He
said there is a lot of technology
available to do research, but
resources are lacking.
Another challenge, said
Coates, is trying to direct money
away from cures and into more
research.
"We, as a public, would rather
spend money on dramatic cures
rather than on prevention," he
said.
Emily Perez, a student at
SJSU, agreed with Coates.
"For such a preventive disease, AIDS is clearly under-funded. We need to continue to evaluate prevention programs and
more financial resources need
to be committed," she said.

Muni: Baseball for all Festival: Games draw thousands of students
From page 1

From page 1
great when glass goes all over
the field and the truck starts to
smoke."
Other features include the
annual Fourth ofJuly fireworks
display, "Buzz the Bases," where
a young fan races assistant
general manager Buzz Hardy
around the bases for prizes and
huge pre-game barbecues.
Ronald Castro has been a San
Jose Giants season-ticket holder
since 1988.
He has housed several players
during their stay in San Jose.
He also holds fund raisers to
help subsidize players housi4g,
and is currently hosting SJSU
pitcher Jeremy Advincula.
"I love it. It’s close, intimate
and the players are really
receptive to the kids for autographs and pictures," Castro
said. "The atmosphere is great

and I’ve made many friends,
players and fans, at the games.
The price is right, it’s really
inexpensive."
The differences between
minor and major league
baseball are vast in terms
of talent and price, but
occasionally a current or future
star is on display at Muni Stadium.
"We’ve had a lot of San Francisco Giants come here to do
rehabilitation programs," Fields
said. "Last year we had Trevor
Wilson, Bud Black and Mike
Benjamin spend time here
recovering from injuries. We
usually
get
the
Giants’
first-round pick, so young stars
like Royce Clayton usually start
here."
The San Jose Giants’ homeopener is scheduled for April
13.

involved in the Campus Fest, and
Center) turned out to be a very said, based on the number of
central location. In the last cou- entry forms filled out, about
ple of years, we were real limited 4,000 people were involved in
the games on
in the amount of
the first day.
space that we
Market Source
had. We were
of
perception
’My
has worked
also limited by
with the Sparthe fact that the campus is that
tan Bookstore
Sports Illustrated
in past years
was not a spon- we’re very much a
with such freesor
(in past
school.’
commuter
years)," Rimbach
bies as trial
John Rimbach packs
and
said.
operations manager, Spartan Booknore
term planners.
"My perception of the camMarissa
pus is that we’re
Tabor
and
Carla Service,
very much a commuter school. The hope is that who both represented Nuprin,
something like Campus Fest can said, "It’s not really hard," when
provide something where a asked how difficult it was to get
wider range of students can students to participate in the
come and get involved," Rim- games.
According to George Bunca,
bach said.
Rimbach spoke with Market the event’s manager, the objecSource, a marketing company tive of the Nuprin booth was to

LAPD officers arrested in drive-by shooting
LOS ANGEL .FS (AP) Two
Department because the incipolicemen accused of shooting dent allegedly occurred in its
at a California Highway Patrol jurisdiction.
officer on a busy freeway were
The chief revealed virtually
freed on bail Thursday in a case nothing about the officers,
that drew a sharp reaction from except that one of them,
police Chief Willie Williams.
Teyechea, was suspended for 10
"These two men are charged days in 1989 for striking a handwith some of the most heinous cuffed prisoner and using
actions I have ever heard of
improper language. There was
using a weapon with possible no record of discipline for Herintent to hurt someone else," rera.
Williams told a news conference
The case stunned fellow lawbroadcast live locally.
men and Los Angeles Mayor
But the chief stressed that offi- Richard Riordan.
cers Michael Herrera, 30, and
"As reported, it’s reprehensiTed Teyechea, 29, have received ble behavior," Riordan said at an
no special treatment in their earthquake news conference.
release on bail and urged the
Declining to discuss the
public not to condemn the arrests at length, Riordan said he
was confident that Williams
entire department.
Addressing his remarks to would handle the matter capadepartment employees, Williams bly, adding: "I am not going to
said, "You have done nothing second-guess him or micro-manwrong. There is no reason for age things."
At the 77th Street station,
any person in this department ...
to hang their head in shame."
where the pair worked the graveThe two officers were sus- yard shift, "Everybody’s just
pended with pay. The chief is shocked ... disbelief, basically,"
prohibited by law from suspend- Officer Terrance Mitchell told
ing them without pay until an KTIA-1V.
Herrera and Teyechea were
administrative action is filed.
The criminal investigation is released from jail early Thursday
being handled by the Sheriff’s after posting $25,000 bail each.

Celebrating
60 years of
excellence
Somebody
really
BUGGING
you?
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Call GOtCha forthe
put down of the day...
VI -900-988-8532V
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Imre b

Mai)
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Their arraignments in Compton Municipal Court were pending as investigators from the
Sheriffs Department and District Attorney’s Office tried to
sort out the case, said sheriff’s
Deputy Britta Tubbs.
The officers were arrested
Wednesday afternoon after a
CHP motorcycle patrolman
reported that he was fired on by
someone in a passing pickup
while writing out a ticket on the
Harbor Freeway in Gardena,
said Deputy Britta Tubbs. No
one was injured by the gunfire.
"There are indications that
alcohol was involved," said sheriffs
spokeswoman
Angie
McLaughlin.
KCAL-TV reported that a test
given to one officer showed his
blood alcohol content was .14,
while the other officer refused a
test. The legal blood alcohol
limit for a California driver is .08.
Deputies said they could not
immediately confirm the report
Reports that the initial shots
were aimed at a Metropolitan
Transit Authority bus were incorrect, Tubbs said.
"We will have no comment,"
said Officer Rigo Romero.

have students get samples of was aiming the products specifiNuprin in their hands so that cally at younger college students.
they can compare them with
"My own perception of what
other pain relievers.
the bookstore benefits from is
Before students could play the more public relations and the
"Nupe it" beanbag game, Tabor goodwill provided by this (the
made sure students filled out a Campus Fest) than anz additionNuprin form and were carrying al sales picked from it, Rimbach
a Nuprin brand cup and sam- said.
ples.
According to Rimbach, the
"Our goal is to have 1,000 Spartan Bookstore has little say
Nuprin forms filled out," Tabor in what products Market Source
said.
decides to promote at the CamAs of Wednesday she had 884 pus Fest
completed entry forms.
"I hope the message that was
Jocelyn Noone, who was at the sent out was not that the univerSoft Sense shaving gel booth, sity in any way endorsed or sponagreed that her goal was to get sored a particular manufacturer
students to take samples so they or product or even the event,"
would be persuaded to buy more Rimbach said when confronted
in the future.
with the issue of commercializa’There’s been a great tion.
response," Noone said, while a
"Everything we do (in Spartan
student grabbed a shaving gel Shops) is a commercial entersample from the table.
prise. We’re not part of the uniRimbach said Market Source versity," he said.

Funnel cloud
damages homes in
Butte County

BROUGHT TO YOU
BY TWO BEERS
AND SOME COLD MEDICINE.

OROVILLE, Calif. (AP) A
tornado touched down Thursday in south Oroville, damaging
about a dozen homes, Butte
County officials said.
No injuries were reported.
The twister was spotted about
2:30 p.m. near Las Plumas High
School.
About five homes suffered
serious damage, including one
that lost its roof. The tornado
also broke windows, damaged
fences and caused a short power
outage to about 250 homes, said
Butte County Emergency Services Director Fred Svetz.

To your body, alcohol and medicine can seem very similar. Both can affect your
balance, coordination, and ability to see accurately. Skills that are
essential to riding. After drinking or taking medication, don’t ride.
That’s the best prescription for your safety. MITIMORILE UNIT MUM
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131 W. SANTA CLARA ST.1
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UnlImItsd Calling
Costs
$49 No HIddon
"Us?
Good Prices Groat Sends.

TOUCH TEL PAGING
$011 Mearirk, S.J.

(at Winches/a)

Or+.

993-8230 I

GET ROCKED!

(401) 243. WOO

EXPIRES 3/4/94

Access

11

Magazine

San Jose State University

Make A Difference

OPEN UNTIL 3AM
THU.,FRI., & SAT.

Spring 1994

San Jose State’s award -winning student magazine is currently seeking talented
student freelancers to contribute to the Spring issue of Access. Come out and
get practical experience and a great portfolio piece.

PHOTOGRAPHERS

WRITERS

Pick Up Applications In
The Associated Students Office On The
3R1) Floor Of The Student Union
Starting Today.
Funded

by:

AS. ELECTION BOARD

Contributor guidelines are available at Dwight Bente! Hall, Room 213.
For further information, call (408) 924-3260.
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